
KIT INCLUDES:
(34/36) Flavor IDs
2 each of 17 flavors;
OCONUS, one extra flavor

INSTRUCTIONS:

(4) 2-Sided “Still
Cooking” Flags

(4) 2-Sided
Position Tags

(1) Easel with
Channels

(4) Half-Size
Promo Insert

(1) Full-Size
Promo Insert

(4) Clips for “Still
Cooking” Flags

Roller Grill Flavor ID Easel Instructions
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Completed Easel Setup (with Full Promo Insert)
Your product selection and flag position may vary from that shown.

3 Add promotional insert in front of flavor IDs.
Full insert slides into very top edge of channel and very bottom 
edge of channel; rests over the central channels and will overlap 
the edges of the flavor IDs a small amount.
Half inserts slide into channels as normal, but will overlap the 
edges of the flavor IDs a small amount.

5 Add grill divider kit to grill (not included; see divider kit instructions 
for assembly information) to use the “Still Cooking” flags and clips. 
Clips attach to divider kit by slipping the single, larger slot onto the 
bar going from the front to the back of the grill. Position these as 
necessary. Double-sided “Still Cooking” flags slide into either slot at 
top of clip; point the arrow into the necessary row for product that is 
not yet ready to consume.

A NOTE ON CLEANING: The “Still Cooking” Flag Clips must be 
cleaned daily, with the same food-safe sanitizer that you would 
use to clean your tongs each day.

4 Add Position Tags behind Flavor IDs.
Slide “Back of Grill/Front of Grill” tags into left and right side of 
easel, behind the Flavor ID inserts. Prongs slide into channels, 
much like the Flavor ID inserts.
The tag are double-sided and will work for either end.

1 Place easel in front of grill.

2 Slide appropriate flavor IDs into channel.
Keep in mind that the top channel is the back of grill, and the 
bottom channel is the front. There will be a gap in the center.


